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at Bali Health Lounge
the elite lycon brand offers a wide range of hot and strip wax, 
complimented by pre/post waxing lotions and retail home-care 
products to ensure total client satisfaction

forearm
full arm
half leg
¾ leg
full leg
chest
stomach
back
back & shoulder
chest & stomach
chest, back & shoulder
chest, back shoulder & stomach
extra area

£18
£25
£27
£29
£36
£27
£26
£26
£33
£33
£49
£60
£12
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lycon’s unique lyco-jet formula is a low temperature hot wax, effective in 

removing hairs as short as 1mm. enriched with soothing lavender and 

chamomile, lyco-jet shrink wraps even the shortest of hairs ensuring easy 

removal quickly and efficiently.

lyco-jet is applied to the skin with a spatula and allowed to lightly dry before 

swiftly removing, meaning it can be re applied a number of times to ensure 

a perfect finish

this unique strip wax glows like gold and removes hair effectively, gently and 

quickly. containing the soothing benefits of chamomile and the finest grade of 

gold micro mica, active gold ensures extra gentle waxing with no skin drag.

nose
ear
eyebrow
lip or chip
underarm 
standard bikini
extended bikini 
brazilian 
hollywood 
extra area 

£15
£15
£11
£11
£18
£19
£23
£33
£33
£17

before 
your 

waxing 
appointment

for the best results we 
suggest our clients gently exfoliate 

the area to be waxed the day before 
your treatment. if hair is particularly long 

or if you are new to waxing, we recommend 
trimming the hair to no shorter than 5mm.

this will ensure a quicker and less painful 
treatment. we ask that clients shower 

before their wax and we do also
provide intimate wipes prior 

to treatment for your 
convenience.

terms & conditions
a discretionary service charge of 10% will be automatically added to your bill. this gratuity is 

distributed directly to the members of staff who performed your treatment. a 50% deposit is 

required to secure bookings for all non members. any deposits for bookings cancelled or 

rescheduled with less than 48 hours notice given are non refundable. prices include vat at 20%.
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at Bali Health Lounge
our best treatments combined to give you complete 
wellness.  perfect as a gift your yourself or loved ones

any 60 minute massage, choose from:
signature deep tissue
signature swedish
indian head
pregnancy 
reflexology
relaxing hot stones
targeted neck release (advanced massage)
targeted lower back release (advanced massage)

any elemis 60 minute facial, choose from: 
superfood pro-radiance
anti-blemish mattify & calm
sensitive skin soother
high performance skin energiser for men

duration: 2 hours
price: £137 (saving £25)

interested?

try our 3 month gift membership 
minimal commitment, 

maximum wellness
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get ready to be indulged and arrive relaxed, refreshed and in tip-top condition 

for any occasion. either for you or a friend, we have a choice for you.

includes: 

any 90 minute massage, choose from:
signature deep tissue
signature swedish
indian head
pregnancy 
reflexology
relaxing hot stones
targeted neck release (advanced massage)
targeted lower back release (advanced massage)

any advanced anti-ageing elemis minute facial, choose from:
pro-collage age defy
pro-definition lift & contour
dynamic resurfacing precision peel

duration: 2 hours 45 minutes
price: £160 (saving £30)

for those that really love and care for themselves. body, mind and beauty – 

nothing will feel better.

either for you or a friend, we have a choice for you.

includes: 

a complete experience
all bookings benefit from (no 

additional charge):

guided mediation
5 minute opportunity of self focus 
to allow you to truly embrace the 

moment

complimentary 
gourmet tea

hydrate and nourish your body and 
mind before returning to urban life
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nothing will feel better.

either for you or a friend, we have a choice for you.

includes: 

monthly treatments for a healthier lifestyle 

discover 

membership 
for our best value


